
AAREN Intpro GALLERY

TREASURE TROVE TO  
E X C L U S I V E 

VENEERS

Creation
Veneers are not just the most decorative but at the same time most 

economical way of producing high quality, genuine wood facing materials. 

With nearly 9 different specialized cutting working their techniques on  

AA+ grade logs, AAREN Intpro brings in the highest grade veneers for you. 

Few of our exclusive designs are sure to capture your hearts.

BIRDSEYE MAPLE 

Everything is in a name 

Birdseye Maple finds myriad applications 

in high-quality architectural woodwork and 

high-quality furniture across the globe.  

They appear as small dots like a bird’s eye 

and though there are many theories like 

parasite fungi, barren and rocky ground 

conditions or genetic causes, none have 

been a conclusive reason to explain this 

strange phenomenon. Birdseye Maple is ideal 

for staining and producing lustrous surfaces. 

TAMO

Southeast Asia gets its European oak 

Japanese Ash or Tamo is slightly darker than 

that of the European Ash. However, when 

machined, Tamo is more comparable with 

European Oak. The low moisture content in 

Japanese Ash makes it a quick drying veneer. 

Easy workability with tools help Tamo qualify 

as a high quality interior construction lumber 

and as a decorative motif in a variety of 

interior applications. 

ENGLISH PLANE CLUSTER

Woods from your neighborhood 

boulevard 

Plane Cluster is mostly grown along avenues 

and in gardens and parks. Plane Clusters 

are characterized by distinctly defined burl 

zones which are regularly distributed over 

the veneer surface to produce interesting 

patterns. The fluctuations in color ranging 

from reddish brown to yellowish lend their 

beauty in splendid architectural woodwork 

and high quality furniture.

WHITE ASH BURL 

The no-frills product from trunk burls 

A rounded outgrowth on a tree trunk or a 

branch that is filled with small knots from 

dormant buds is a “burl”, which gets used 

as veneers. They have a high market value 

the USA and the Far East. White Ash Burl is 

a trunk burl that can be worked easily and 

well with all tools. They find their applications 

in high-quality wooden furniture and 

architectural woodwork.

CHESTNUT BURL

Scarce Tannin spreads to add class 

Chestnut Burls are individual woods with 

burly texture and high tannin content. 

These woods rarely occur as burl or cluster. 

The rich color and texture render them 

very decorative and a perfect fit for rich 

architectural woodwork. Scarcity of these 

woods make them precious and therefore, 

not suitable for mass furniture.

GOLDEN MADRONE

Logs of Gold for the Glitterati’s

Imagine a velvety wood with an explicit 

and somewhat coarser burly growth giving 

the appearance of malleated gold! Further, 

if it can give an intense 3 dimensional 

appearance on surface treatment, you know 

you have found the elixir for infinite interior 

possibilities’.
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